
Whereas: Amazon Web Services (AWS) serves multiple governmental customers with a 

history of human rights abuses. This raises the risk of product misuse by AWS customers 

with poor human rights records, as Amazon's technologies may enable mass 

surveillance globally, as well as facilitate the targeting of human rights defenders, 

journalists, and political dissidents. 

Since the universal endorsement of the United Nations Guiding Principles for Business 

and Human Rights in 2011,1 conducting human rights due diligence (HRDD) has 

become the de-facto standard in the tech sector.2 Conducting HRDD, which includes 

customer risk assessments, mitigates clients' risks and human rights impacts and informs 

business decision-making by helping to identify the likelihood of technology misuse to 

facilitate governmental human or civil rights violations.3 Furthermore, the Atlantic 

Council has recommended the US create know-your customer policies with surveillance 

companies.4 

Inadequate customer due diligence presents material privacy and data security risks, as 

well as legal, regulatory, and reputational risks, which are particularly pertinent when 

considering the sale and use of sensitive and emerging technologies. Amazon's product 

portfolio contains several products with potentially grave misuse capabilities. Despite 

Amazon's indefinite moratorium of its Rekognition face comparison feature, it has not 

clarified how Rekognition is still used by police outside of "criminal investigations."5 

Additionally, Amazon's Ring continues to infringe on citizens' privacy, despite an audit 

and Ring's resulting changes.5 Its vague standards regarding information sharing with 

law enforcement, absent consent, led to sharing of videos with law enforcement at least 

11 times in 2022.6 Ring continues to expand its thousands of police partnerships.6 

At the same time, Amazon's government-affiliated customers with a history of rights-

violating behavior pose risks to the company, including: 

• AWS will host the Department of Homeland Security's biometric database, which will 

reportedly be used to "assemble target lists for ICE raids, expand the tech border wall, 

and to facilitate surveillance, arrests, immigrant detention and deportation";7  

• The Israeli government's "Project Nimbus," protested by Amazon employees,8 uses 

AWS to support the apartheid system under which Palestinians are surveilled, unlawfully 

detained, and tortured.9 Israel plans to use AWS as it expands illegal settlements and 

enforces segregation. The UN has clearly indicated war crimes may have been 

committed by Amazon's major customer, the Israel Defense Forces, since October 7, 

2023.10 



Amazon's existing policies appear insufficient in preventing customer misuse and 

establishing effective oversight, yet Amazon continues releasing surveillance products. 

Moreover, the company's disclosures make no mention of customer due diligence, nor 

is there any relevant information about the process on its website. 
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